Data and Insight/BI Developer
i-nexus is an AIM listed strategy execution software provider to organizations across the world.
With an ever-growing customer base, this is a fantastic opportunity to be part of a company with the
heart and soul of a start-up, but the ambition and path to something exciting.
You should be smart, dynamic, and independent thinking person with at least 3 to 5 years of SaaS
experience in a similar role, with a goal of delighting every i-nexus user.
In this critical role you will be part of the Data and Insight team, working closely with the
implementation team to develop reports, dashboards and data views to support our clients’
strategic programs and objectives.
We are looking for experienced candidates with an ability to tackle complex MySQL reports; an
interest in branching out into new dashboard tools and technologies; and a keen interest in data
presentation and data visualisation best practice. A willingness to help our specialist integration
team out with SQL based integration work would also be a plus.
You will be working within our G2 award winning Success team, based in the central Midlands but
fully remote.
Ideally, you are someone who:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has proven experience as a BI Developer with a SaaS background
Minimum of 3 years commercial experience developing reports or analytics experience using
Business Intelligence tools including Power BI, Qlik, Tableau or similar
Strong SQL/MySQL and database skills, particularly SQL/MySQL query development to
extract data
Experience of administrating cloud services within Business Intelligence tools to enable
collaboration both internally and with customers
Experience in report building in Crystal Reports, Business Objects, Quadbase ERES or similar
Interest in data visualization best practice and finding optimal ways to support users to gain
insight and make business decisions with their reporting
Ability to gather requirements for a report direct with a customer
Is excellent with all levels of stakeholders, building strong relationships with customers,
leading, and presenting communications, as well as facilitating conversations
Is technically savvy with a strong understanding of software complexities
Thinks analytically and thrives with problem solving
Clearly, effectively, and confidently communicates to C-suite stakeholders
A high level of attention to detail.

Exposure to the following would be desirable but not essential:
•
•
•

ETL experience
Data Warehouse experience
Domain knowledge of Six Sigma, Hoshin Kanri, Balanced Scorecard or strategy execution.

As part of your day-to-day activity, you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage the full lifecycle of BI engagement (design, implementation, test and ongoing
support) of report and analytics packages to agreed requirements
Design, development and administration of internal reporting packages in Power BI
Working with customer representatives to analyse and document customer-specific
reporting, analytics and integration requirements
Second-line support responsibility for customer support tickets relating to reporting or
integration
Support in the creation of integration packages enabling our customers to import, export
and transform their data easily and quickly
Support project management activities, including creating and updating project plans and
timelines
Work against your Data and Insights KPIs, including achievement, response time, time to
value, and customer satisfaction
Continually learn and develop your knowledge of i-nexus, demonstrating credibility to
successfully deploy reporting solutions to customers
Works cross-functionally with all i-nexus departments to improve our standard reporting
offerings within the product.

We will support you as you become a highly valued member of our team and pay a competitive
starting salary depending upon your experience, skill level and aptitude.
Please send your CV to Avi Joshi, Head of Success.

About i-nexus
i-nexus provides cloud strategy execution software to leading global brands aspiring to excel at
strategy execution. Its scalable, enterprise grade platform is deployed within multiple global bluechip businesses, predominantly based across the US and Europe.
By digitalizing how companies manage the strategic planning process, from developing robust
strategic plans to overseeing their delivery and measuring results for data-driven decision making, inexus customers achieve breakthrough performance by delivering more strategic goals at pace.
From transformational initiatives across entire organizations to business unit-specific programs, inexus strategy execution software is the choice of leaders tasked with aligning people and results to
business-critical goals.

